#mathscpdchat 19 June 2018
Discussion initiated by an item from NCETM’s Questions, tasks and activities to
support assessment: Year 6

Hosted by @mrmarchayes
This is a brief summary of the discussion – to see all the tweets, follow the hashtag
#mathscpdchat in Twitter
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Some of the areas where discussion focussed were:
•

how do questions arise in the classroom … when asking a question what is the
teacher’s purpose?

•

helping pupils to internalise particular kinds of question (in particular in order to
support them in reasoning and problem-solving); ‘scaffolding’ and ‘fading’

•

shifting the emphasis on questioning from the teacher to the learner … pupils
questioning themselves and each other

•

distinguishing between questioning to check recall of facts and procedures, to
probe and deepen understanding, or to prompt mathematical actions (such as
generalising) and reflection on them

•

‘favourite’ question-types, such as ‘Which one doesn’t belong?’

A particularly interesting sequence of tweets, about asking particular questions frequently
with the aim of getting pupils to know those questions so well that they become able to ask
those questions themselves to help direct their thinking, followed from this tweet by Danny
Brown:

including this one from Marc Hayes,

this one from Danny Brown
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this one from Mary Pardoe

(to read the discussion-sequence generated by any tweet look at the ‘replies’ to that tweet)

Among the links shared were:
NCETM's Primary Assessment Materials as the source of the item that was the starting-point
for the discussion, shared by @PardoeMary
Effective Questioning and Responding in the Mathematics Classroom by John Mason, as
useful advice about questioning in the mathematics classroom, shared by @PardoeMary
Questions and Prompts for Mathematical Thinking from ATM, written by Anne Watson and
John Mason, as support for effective questioning to support the learning of mathematics,
shared by @danieltybrown.
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